How do you get your patients, employees, tenants and visitors out quickly and safely in an emergency?

**evacuate**

i’vakyə wāt/

verb: evacuate; remove (someone) from a place of danger to a safe place.
AlbacMat®

Unroll strap in and go! The unique and innovative design enables you to move a patient up or down stairs as well as across all types of terrain. Perfect for safe and effective evacuation of frail or immobile children or adults.

- Only 5 pounds; rated to 1000 pounds.
- Tapered for comfort
- Easily accessible multistraps
- Insulated board provides patient protection
- Fluorescent yellow straps
- Foot rest pocket for comfort and security
- Polypropylene boards for insulation over surfaces
- Eleven separate handles for rescuer’s ease
- Simple instructions clearly visible on self-storage pocket
- Wipe clean, use over and over again
- Used worldwide in schools, hospitals, nursing homes, mining industry, EMS/Fire Departments, funeral homes, etc.
- 5 year manufacturer’s warranty

ALBSTD01
Standard Size / open 75”x 26”, stored 14”x7”x7”
ALBLRG02
Large Size / open 75”x 32”, stored 14”x 7”x 7”
ALBBAR09
Bariatric Size / open 66”x 8’ stored 25”x 9”x 7”
ALBHLD03
AlbacMat Holder-neatly stores 4 Standard/Large Mats

* Bariatric Size Mat requires a minimum of 2 handlers

Bariatric EvacMat®

Designed to assist moving/handling bariatric patients. Perfect for both horizontal and vertical evacuations.

- Tough slick base enables easy movement over any surface - indoors or out
- Patient is securely held and cocooned in place
- Color coded cross straps for fast assembly
- Four side ladder handles, short positioning handles, plus head and foot handles
- Four anchor points
- 770+ lbs capacity
- Easy cleaning

Item # EVACB07
- Open 86.6”x23.6” plus 2 side panels 35.4” each (total wingspan 7’)
- Stores 20.2”x14.5”x12.6”

EMS EvacMat®

For extra heavy duty bariatric rescue. WLL 882 lbs. Ergonomics meet the needs of emergency services. Easy to clean.

Available accessories: Evac-Mat Hoisting Kit, Weather Cover, Slide Sheets, Casualty Rescue Slings, Bariatric Long Board, Replaceable bottom wear board.

Item # EVACB11

Medi-Evac Mat®

Designed with tough, slippery Polyethylene base board moves easily over indoor/outdoor surfaces for both horizontal and vertical evacuation. Self-contained, easy to store. Multiple straps/carrying handles/adjustable length. Flame retardant anti bacterial PVC

- Open 67” x 94”
- Stores 20”x 9.8” x 9.4”
- WLL 350+

Item # MEDIMT17

STURDY BASE & SOFT SIDES

Best Seller!
The Ski Sheet®
The Ski Sheet stores under mattress, easily accessible for emergency evacuation. Moves non-ambulatory patients quickly, allowing patients to remain in bed. Belt storage pockets, mattress corner loops, strong seat belt type securing straps, quick release buckles with handles, machine washable. Suggested capacity 350 pounds.
ITEM # SKISH04

NEW!
STURDY BASE

The Ski Slide Pad®
The NEW Ski Slide Pad® has built in slide sheets and a polyethylene base for easy transfer and movement. Designed for use in areas of restricted space, such as congested hospital wards, care homes and other buildings with narrow corridors and/or single width fire doors. The main feature of the Ski Slide Pad is the built in slide sheet, which is fitted on both sides of the pad for ease of transfer from bed/floor onto the pad — this is especially useful for individuals who require greater assistance during the transfer process. The slide sheets can also be used as an extra cover, where exterior evacuation is required.
ITEM # SKISLP15

The Ski Sled®
The Ski Sled has been designed for use in confined areas, where space is limited, such as congested hospital wards and buildings with narrow corridors or single width fire doors. In the event of an emergency, the Ski Sled is easily removed from its storage bag. The individual is quickly transferred onto the Ski Sled and then secured in place with seatbelt style straps. The tough, slippery base (which is different to that of the Ski Pad) enables individuals to be moved easily over virtually any surface, indoors or outdoors. The foam pad and the internal nylon support struts give protection to the individual while being moved.
ITEM # SKISLO8

The Ski Pad®
The Ski Pad is a symmetrical device designed for use where mattress evacuation is not an option due to narrow hallways/staircases. Adjustable cross straps, high quality metal buckles, pockets at head and foot for pillows or feet. Ski Pad has a 2” foam filling/vinyl base. Add-ons such as extra straps or thicker padding available. Stored 28” x 27” x 6”, open 78” x 28” x 2”
Suggested capacity 350 lbs. ITEM # SKIPD05

The Evac-E-Pad®
The Evac-E-Pad is an economical version of the Ski Pad. A two person symmetrical device designed for evacuation where mattress evacuation is not an option due to narrow corridors or staircases. Adjustable cross straps, high quality plastic buckles, a pocket the feet. The pad is made of 1.5” thick foam with a vinyl base. Cushioned pad is soft and gentle for patients whom may require special handling (ie surgical/maternity) Stored 25” x 24.8” x 6.7”, Opened 78” x 27”
Weight capacity 350 lbs, unit weighs 5.5 lbs.
ITEM # EVACEPD14

We are the exclusive North American distributor for Hospital Aids UK Evacuation Devices. Hospital Aids has been the premier manufacturer of quality equipment for over 30 years.

advancedegressolutions.com
Toll Free: 844.847.2387

advancedegressolutions.com
Toll Free: 844.847.2387
A revolutionary product for the safe evacuation of newborns. Evacu B® provides one nurse with the ability of evacuating six babies and glide down stairs with no bouncing! It can even travel up stairs with two nurses.

- Newborns are placed in pockets made of a fire retardant and mildew resistant material. Their heads are then secured in adjustable headrests.
- If a nurse needs to stop on the stairs, releasing the Reversible Brake Handle will automatically stop the chair. Once safely outside, all six babies can be left inside the unit.

Item # EVACUB

New! Optional Six Way Oxygen Splitter

Safe Babies Basket®
For easy, safe evacuation of premature and newborn babies or infants in the event of a fire or emergency. The unit can carry up to 2 babies. Adjustable carrying straps. Babies can be easily tended to (fed/changed) while in device. Now available with center Velcro strap to secure babies and clear ID card holder. Babies can remain safe inside cot until danger passes. 26in long, 13in wide, 10.5 in deep, folds flat and comes with storage bag. Holds up to 50 pounds.

Item # BUSC001

Baby Mover®
Up to 3 babies can be evacuated at the same time. Designed for up to 60 lb total weight. Hands free to open doors etc. Perfect for daycare.

Item # BBMOVR

TabEvac®
The TabEvac® is designed for the easy and safe evacuation of premature and newborn babies in the event of fire or emergency. Made from strong, cotton drill material, it has foam padded shoulders, color coded binding and side ties. It comes with either a large single pocket pouch on the front or twin pouch pocket. There are three further pockets on the front and a cylinder pocket on the back.

Item # Single Pouch: TAB001
Twin Pouch: TAB002

S-capeKids®
S-capeKids is designed for newborns, infants and toddlers. Perfect for daycares. Four securing pouches.

Item # SCAPEKIDS37

Kiddie Litter®
The Kiddie Litter was developed for emergency evacuation of babies from the nursery or other locations in hospitals in a safer manner than anything available anywhere else. It is an insert that fits in the Hazmat/Hospital Sked Stretcher. It features four warm Papoose like pockets that are adjustable for the baby sizes. There is a little hood over each pocket that keeps the baby’s head warm and keeps the baby in the pouch if the head end of the stretcher gets lower than the foot end. The babies are carried in line with the Kiddie Litter rather than across to allow for different size babies and to prevent neck injuries during evacuation.

Item # KDLIT

GREAT for DAYCARE CENTERS

We’ll Show You a Way Out!
**S-capePod Evacuation Sheet**

S-capePod is permanently placed under a patient’s mattress and instantly accessible for emergency evacuation.

- Anti-Bacterial
- Fire Retardant
- Fits Mattresses 36” x 83”

Item #: SCAPEPOD01

**S-capePod Bariatric Sheet**

Extra abdominal belts were added to firmly isolate the patient onto the mattress. Requires a minimum of 2-3 handlers for rescue.

- Fits mattresses 49” x 85”
- WLL: 660 lbs
- Antibacterial, fire retardant, machine washable.

Item #: BARISCAPEPOD02

**S-capePlus Mattress**

A comfortable and easy-to-use evacuation mattress that can help you safely remove an immobile individual from a building in case of fire or other event.

- WLL: 440 lbs

Item #: SCAPEPLUS03

**S-capePlus Premium**

Premium evacuation mattress with powerful features. Made with the world’s strongest fiber, Dyneema®. Ideal for rough terrain & industry.

- Material - top side: Fire retardant Trevira CS polyester
- Material - bottom side: Dyneema®
- WLL: 440 lbs

Item #: SCAPEPLUSPR04

**ScapePod Evacuation Sheet**

ScapePod is a smart, efficient way to help you assess your response system. These durable, inflatable training mannequins save money and time and decrease the liability of conducting mass casualty incident training.

Features:
- Clear chest pocket contains prescribed START disaster scenarios
- Compliant with JCAHO standards
- Available in adult (MCI Man) and pediatric (MCI Ped) sizes
- Durable plastic material resists punctures
- Hot and cold weather hardy
- Quick inflation/deflation
- Sandbags in feet keep mannequins in place
- Grommets on shoulders allow tie-down
- Stores easily in box for re-use

Dimensions:
- MCI Man: 5’ 7” (170 cm) 3lbs 8 ounces (1.6kg)
- MCI Ped: 3’ 0” (91.2 cm) 3lbs (1.4kg)

**Jolly Back Chair**

Improves posture and comfort. Helps reduce the risk of teachers, nursery nurses, childcare practitioners, midwives, children’s therapists, nurses and carers from adopting repetitive poor postures due to the nature of their work. The chair’s design reduces damaging postures and promotes healthy, low level sitting. It has an adjustable lower back support, seat wedge and swivel wheels to allow movement when seated. Available in three heights it is covered in waterproof, breathable anti-bacterial fabric. Vinyl options available.

Item #: JOLLYB

**ErgoKneeler®**

The ErgoKneeler® is a kneeling system that can provide comfort, support and ease of movement for people such as nurses, midwives, podiatrists, orthotists, therapists, care workers and educational staff who undertake tasks at a low level. It can assist the user in managing the postural stressing associated with kneeling, helping to reduce the cumulative strain and promote musculoskeletal health.

Item #: ERGO12

**ErgoKneeler®**

The ErgoKneeler® is a kneeling system that can provide comfort, support and ease of movement for people such as nurses, midwives, podiatrists, orthotists, therapists, care workers and educational staff who undertake tasks at a low level. It can assist the user in managing the postural stressing associated with kneeling, helping to reduce the cumulative strain and promote musculoskeletal health.

Item #: ERGO12
**ProMove Stings®**
The ProMove Sting® is an innovative moving and handling device that is incredibly light and portable, making it a realistic alternative when you cannot access a hoist. The sting enables a more safe, comfortable and dignified transfer. Specialized slings for disabled persons, emergency services, evacuation/facilities management and airline travel.

**Mega Movers**
The MegaMover® is a compact, cost effective, portable transport unit used to transport, transfer or rescue patients from areas inaccessible to stretchers. The nonwoven, latex-free construction hold up to 1000 lbs. and has 14 handles for ergonomic lifting. Now available with PowerGrip™ handles for added comfort and durability.

Item # MM01

**Skedco®**
The complete HMH Sked® Rescue System with strap kit (assembled & rolled) can be dragged over virtually any terrain including stairways and can be rapidly deployed by one person. Withstands high temperatures and is unbreakable as low as 120º f below zero.

- When equipped with the Skyhook WMD Patient Evacuation System (SK-2520®), as many as four rescuers in level "A" protection are able to work in the Hot Zone on a major incident.

Item # SK-250

**TagEvac System®**
TagEvac® is the clear, proven and safe way to manage the evacuation of your building. TagEvac® gives staff and Emergency Services real time information about a buildings evacuation process, eliminates the need for time consuming role calls and helps to eliminate human error. System comes in Modular or Customized boards, and online training is available.

Item # SK-250

Also available in Bariatric!
Over, Under, Through... We’ll Show You a Way Out!

We are proud to offer the largest selection of safe, affordable and easy to use evacuation devices specially designed to assist frail or immobile persons move to safety in an emergency. We believe there is no one size fits all when it comes to emergencies. Each product offers a unique and innovative solution to your evacuation challenges. Simple, safe and effective resources for your employees, tenants, patients and visitors in an emergency. All products are designed to be used for both vertical and horizontal evacuations, indoors and out. Products featured have been used worldwide for over 10 years. Be Prepared. Best products at the best prices.

Our products are saving lives in these and many other industries and facilities:

- Hospitals
- Nursing Homes
- Assisted Living Facilities
- Schools/Universities
- Mining Industry
- Military/Defense
- Fire/Rescue/Emergency
- Search & Rescue
- Airlines
- Worksites
- Amusement Parks
- Trains/Subway/Bus
- Cruise Ship Lines
- High Rise Buildings
- Stadiums/Arenas
- Group Homes
- Mortuaries

“Independence First has turned to Advanced Egress Solutions several times for expert advice on helping people with disabilities with evacuation related needs. Lynn is knowledgeable and willing to take the time to ensure that we get the right information. Her company is our “go to” resource for all egress related equipment and questions.”

- Cindi Pichler, Assistive Technology Program Manager

“The article “Watching Your Back” (November JEMS) discussed how new products are finally being developed to help us move patients in a safe manner. The AlbacMat Rescue Mat by Advanced Egress Solutions is a great example of such a product. This flexible rescue mat is designed to allow as few as one person to safely and effectively move a patient across any surface or terrain, indoors or out. Available in 3 sizes: standard, large and bariatric, the mat can be used on patients of all sizes, from children to adults up to 1,030 lbs. The bottom of the mat is made of a polypropylene board that slides easily and adds to patient comfort by absorbing any bumps along the way. The built-in foot rest pocket provides comfort for the patient and allows for safe movement up and down stairs. 11 separate handles add to the versatility of this rescue mat.”

“You cannot escape the responsibility of tomorrow by evading it today.”

- Abraham Lincoln
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